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The Acura TSX is an interesting car, not only for the good value that it offers entry-level luxury buyers, but the origin of the model. Acura, as a brand, was created for the North American market. Many of the models we drive here are really re-engineered existing Honda products from around
the world. TSX comes from Honda Accord sold in Europe and Asia, which is smaller than the North American agreement we see on our streets. The smaller design, along with a European-inspired handling and performance-oriented four-cylinder, has made TSX a selling champion and a
wise choice for buyers looking for a luxury, nimble and fuel-efficient car. Canadians have embraced the TSX since it was introduced in 2003, but there are still some auto critics who believe that the fun-to-drive four-cylinder was missing and the TSX needed a V6. Well, to satisfy those critics,
TSX is now with the V6. LOWDOWNPower: 2.4L 4-cylinder with 201hp or 3.5L V6 with 280hpFill-up: 11.3L/7.4L/100km (city/highway) V6 automatic Backup: 5 years/100,000kmSticker price: $34,885-$44,685Athat many words used to describe the direction Acura has taken with its new
design architecture from cutting edge to dynamic and even ugly. I must admit I haven't embraced the new look of Acura, especially because of the larger IP, but I must also point out that the TSX has spared many of the sharp design elements of many of its stable mates. The TSX is larger
than the first generation sold from 2003-2008, but doesn't mislead it as Acura or TSX. The V6 is packed as a premium version, which means delicious features like high intensity lights and 18-inch alloy wheels come standard. The starting price for this premium model is $41,685, which is
exactly $3,500 more than the premium version of the four-cylinder. Good, BADGood: Not as sharply too styled as many other Acura vehicles. Acura has an impressive five-year 100,000-kilometer warranty. The TSX remains one of my favorite cars in the mid-size class. Invalid:I don't love the
center console Honda and Acura use in many of their products; it is a little crowded. Expensive premium fuels are recommended. COCKPITWith the introduction of the second generation TSX, Acura decided to offer a thriftier version with cloth seats instead of standard leather, eliminating
one of the main selling features of the original. The good news is that heated seats have remained standard features for all finishing levels. Don't worry, the V6 version comes with leather seats and steering wheel. Premium interior boasts AM/FM/XM radio along with USB connection and CD
player. Navigation is not included, but comes as part of a technology package that featured in my test unit for an additional $3,000. The voice-activated navigation system works in both English and French, and the screen doubles as a camera monitor backup. I'm surprised that a simple
sonar-based parking system included; it is optional The larger dimensions of this second generation model make the back seat better in socks and the cab feels more open and wider. RideIf you are in for a lively, fun drive car with a luxury splash market, TSX is a great place to start.
European-inspired suspension, excellent feedback at the helm and spirited operation complement a convincing package. I was one of the few auto writers that really think that the base of the four-cylinder is just about perfect for this sporty sedan. The 201 horsepower 2.4-liter, four-cylinder
combined with either a six-speed manual, or a five-speed interchangeable automatic makes for amazing commuter cars. So there are 280 horsepower, 3.5 liters, V6 overkill? Well, for most city drivers, yes. However, if you drive a lot on the highway, the four cylinders can be noisy, which is
all but removed with the V6 engine. Additional horsepower makes the TSX a real rocket; so passing is not a problem. The V6 uses more fuel, but the efficiency difference between the four cylinders and the V6 is only marginal on the highway. ZACK VERDICT Deciding Acura to produce a
V6-powered TSX was the largest in the United States, where many buyers won't even consider a medium-sized car, let alone a luxury car, unless it has a V6 power plant. Canadians are much more open to buying four-cylinder cars. If you drive a lot on the highway, $3,000 more for a larger
engine will make a difference in passing power and interior noise levels in the world. The TSX is a wonderfully versatile and rewarding car to drive and offers good value in the luxury market. Kijiji Warnings [?] Kijiji Alerts is an e-mail messaging service where Kiji users can send the latest ads
to an email address. Get more help with the latest ads on the acura tsx 6 speed manual in Ontario. Sign Up Sort byPosted: Oldest FirstPosts: Latest First President: Lowest First PresidentPrisx: Biggest FirstKiles: Highest First Showing 1 - 11 of 11 Ads Sponsored Ads: INGO BARENSCHEE
Around Here, We Are All Big Acura TSX Fans-Lean, Frisky Three Times 10Best-Winning First Generation Version, Anyway. As for the larger, more second-hand 2009 TSX introduced last year, our camp is divided. Some of us believe that even despite the car's newer and larger (but only
130 pounds heavier) body, the high revving 201-hp, 2.4-liter four-cylinder move is still a great match, offering an excellent combination of power and caution, especially with the available six-speed manual. The rest believe that along with the newly found size and material, Acura had to add
a heap of horsepower and rear or all-wheel drive. As for the former band, nothing changed in the 2010 four-cylinder TSX. It's still a happy front-drive, near the luxe sedan it's always been. For a bunch of power hungry, the 2010 TSX V-6 will reduce the horsepower deficit when it is sold
month Slipping into the The 3.5-liter V-6 from the base TL-tuned TSX to 280 hp and 254 lb-ft of torque-Acura turns its smallest four-door into a very fast sports sedan, even if it comes with only a paddle-replaced, five-speed automatic transmission. How fast is this? Well, we'll have to wait
until we follow the test to say it for certain. Acura says it can hit 60 mph in seven seconds. But considering we hit 60 in 6.7 seconds with the last handball equipped with the four-cylinder TSX we tested, we'll make sure Acura is waaaaaay off with that stupid estimate. Be adjusted. Keep your



hands on the wheel But, unfortunately, as they say, with power comes responsibility. And in this case, the driver must be responsible for handling the V-6 model with additional traction and 200-plus pounds of extra beef, most of which occupy the residence above the front wheels. With its
62/38 percent upfront weight distribution, this is a notable understeer recipe. And sure enough, our review will drive some of the most challenging mountain roads through Malibu, California with almost no leak room and a few protective rails if we get more than a few gut torques. We've
come to realize that the V-6 model is certainly not as as sossable as the four-cylinder, despite Acura's fitment flared-spoken 18-inch wheels (one inch larger than the four-banger) and firmer front shocks. Torque control, however, is well controlled, depending on how much power is dumped
on the front axle. After all, the front tires also have to drive. The brakes also worked a bit, with a new main cylinder, brake booster, and uprated rear brake pads. The pedal, however, is still exhibited when sloping into the first inch or so of travel, and that only worsened during our true harsh
beat. We have also seen a great extinction. However, TSX does not change in all other respects. The only external changes include the above mentioned wheels, a slightly revised front fascia and a V-6 badge on the trunk. Inside, with the exception of the new active noise elimination
system, there is no difference. And that's all right with us. The comfortable, airy and incredibly well-equipped interior is one of the TSX's stronger suits, especially dressed in dark color and equipped with a tech package and its solar sensor climate control system, a 10-speaker ELS surround
sound stereo, and navigation with real-time traffic messages. The steep price of Power Well, there is another difference: price. At $35,660, the TSX V-6 will cost a monstrous $5,540 more than the $30,120 2010 TSX four-cylinder that is available now. That's right, two additional cylinders will
run a guy for nearly $2,800 each. This is especially noticeable given that the TSX has proven to be able to do its job only fine with the four it was born with, not to mention the engine's clear fuel economy advantage (21 mpg city/30 mpg highway compared to 18/27). Hmm. So how much is
this power and understeer really worth it for you? This content is created and maintained by a third and import into this page to help users submit their email addresses. You can find more information about this and similar content piano.io piano.io
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